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Amber, Baltic fossil resin from Sciadopityaceaeis, found mainly in rocks of Cretaceous age or 

younger, is truly a myth of sunny, soft and fragrant beauty. Coming out of the sea, amber has 

aroused human fancy, figuring in ancient mythologies, as the tears, shed by the gods. Amber has 

been widely used in jewelry, and as luscious charms, acting for their appeal, perfume and healing 

power. Of otherwise obscure origin, amber was called Lyngurium in ancient Greece and thought 

to be frozen lynx‘s urine since the time of Theophrastus (371–287 B.C.). Lyngurium has been 

identified either with amber or with fossil belemnites, the conical internal skeleton of marine 

cephalopod molluscs of the order Belemnitida, an ancient relative of the cuttlefish.  

 

During the sixteenth century, Georgius Agricola (1494–1555) identified the substance with a 

congealed juice, although not from a tree, according to his belief. Also ambergris,  

the faecal vomit of the Sperm Whale, (Physeter macrocephalus L(, a fragrant product coming 

from the sea and largely unknown in ancient times, was often confused with amber. 
 

Amber is only rarely found among Portuguese decorative arts or as a medicine, but some objects 

dated from the third millennium B. C. have been found in Portuguese territory. The pieces are 

currently being analyzed to determine the provenance of the raw material. A piece of amber 

jewelry from the Roman period, housed in the National Museum of Archaeology illustrates the 

choice of this charming material to represent mythological figures.  

As a medicine, amber is rarely found among the Portuguese materia medica. The reason for this 

is that it was probably imported and very expensive. As a matter of fact, amber is a precious 

ingredient of two of the most expensive Portuguese compounds. The first is an electuary 

authored by Petrus Hispanus (Peter of Spain), the Portuguese Pope and doctor, Pope John XXI, 

the most prominent Portuguese physician (born in Lisbon in 1215, died in Viterbo in 1277). The 

second is the Goa Stone or Cordial Stone, an artificial bezoar, created by the Jesuit friar Gaspar 

António in the mid-seventeenth century.  

Following an introduction to the Portuguese pieces of amber and recipes, this paper focuses on 

the identification of amber and its medicinal properties, listed among the noble materials in the 

medieval Anglo-Norman Lapidaries, a collection of manuscripts which comprises thirteen 

complete or fragmentary lapidaries. The three types of mediaeval lapidaries: the mineralogical, 

the symbolic and the astrological are represented in this collection of manuscripts, written in 

prose and poetry between the first half of the twelfth century and the thirteenth century. Seven 

lapidaries refer to amber, named Lyncurium. The legend of its origin from the lynx’s urine 

created by Theophrastus is their starting point. Magical and healing properties are described. The 

Alphabetical Lapidary also provides a poem on “Ambra”, ambergris, clearly distinguishing the 

two different materials. 

Aromatic resins were widely used since antiquity, especially in the treatment of wounds because 

of their antibacterial activity. Succinic acid, the main component of Baltic amber, has other 

properties, as an anti-inflammatory, anodyne, and immunostimulant.  

In the Anglo-Norman Lapidaries, amber is mainly used in the treatment of internal diseases. 
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